DISCLAIMER
General
The site framevastgoed.nl is administered by Frame Vastgoed. Any use of this site, in the broadest sense,
is governed by the following terms and conditions and by all applicable Dutch laws. This disclaimer can be modified
by Frame Vastgoed at any time. You should therefore consult it on a regular basis.
Information
The information provided on this site is solely intended for general information purposes. Frame Vastgoed exercises
the utmost care and consideration in compiling and maintaining this site. Nevertheless, Frame Vastgoed cannot
guarantee the accuracy, completeness or timeliness of the information provided.
Intellectual property
Frame Vastgoed reserves all rights, such as copyrights, patents and trademark rights, associated with the information
on this site (including all copy, designs, graphic material and logos). With the exception of downloading and printing
out information solely for non-commercial, informative and personal use, users are not allowed to use, reproduce,
process, disseminate or otherwise make public the content or design of this site without the express written
permission of Frame Vastgoed.
Links to other sites
This site contains links to the website of Frame Vastgoed and the websites of our projects, as well as references to
information, products and services provided by outside parties. The fact that Frame Vastgoed includes references to
the information, products and services of third parties in no way implies that it guarantees the content of these sites
nor that these sites are in any way associated with Frame Vastgoed. The User assumes all risks associated with using
the information and/or services provided by outside parties.
Liability
Neither Frame Vastgoed nor its officers, employees or representatives is/are liable for any loss, damage or incurred
costs, in any form whatsoever, resulting from the information presented on this site or other sites linked to it or the
use, in the broadest sense, of that information. In particular, Frame Vastgoed assumes absolutely no responsibility for
defects, viruses or other problems resulting from access to or use of this site, the information furnished through this
site, the use or modification, review or destruction (unlawful or otherwise) of information sent electronically either
to Frame Vastgoed or to the user - in any form whatsoever - via this site, or for loss of information, the downloading
or use of software made available via this site or claims made by third parties in connection with using this site.
Electronic messages
Any messages you send electronically, in any form whatsoever, could be unlawfully viewed, used, accessed and
changed, or destroyed - without your knowledge - by outside parties. Frame Vastgoed advises you to refrain from
sending it confidential or sensitive information electronically. Accordingly, the user assumes all risk for any electronic
correspondence.

